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ON COLLECTIONWISE NORMALITY
OF LOCALLY COMPACT, NORMAL SPACES
ZOLTAN BALOGH
ABSTRACT. We prove that by adjoining supercompact many Cohen or random
reals to a model of ZFC set theory, in the resulting model, every normal locally
compact space is collectionwise normal. In the same models, countably paracompact, locally compact T3 -spaces are expandable. Local compactness in the
above theorems can be weakened to being of point-countable type, a condition
that is implied by both tech-completeness and first countability.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to the problem of deciding whether the following hypothesis and its countably paracompact analogue are consistent with the usual
axioms of ZFC set theory.
The normal locally compact space hypothesis (NLCH). Every normal locally
compact space is collectionwise normal.
Consistency is the best we can hope for, because in many models of ZFC the
hypothesis is known to fail (see below). Historically, NLCH is part of the wider
problem of when normal spaces are collectionwise normal and is a descendant
of the normal Moore space problem that asks whether normal Moore (or, more
generally, normal first countable) spaces are consistently collectionwise normal.
The normal Moore space problem has induced an extremely strong activity from
a large number of set-theoretic topologists (and set theorists) including many
of the foremost contributors in the field (see the surveys [T 3' F 5])' After many
partial answers, the final answer turned out to be this. If strongly compact or supercompact many random reals are added, by forcing, to a model of ZFC, then
the Product Measure Extensions Axiom (PMEA) holds (K. Kunen; see [F5])'
By an unexpected and elegant result of Nyikos, PMEA implies that normal first
countable spaces are collectionwise normal [N l' N21. On the other hand, Fleissner [F31 proved that if normal first countable spaces are collectionwise normal,
then there are inner models with measurable cardinals. Thus the assumption of
the consistency of large cardinals is indeed necessary.
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The Kunen-Nyikos-Fleissner solution stimulated Tall, another main contributor to the topic, to develop direct methods of attacking the normal-impliescollectionwise-normal problem and tc look for a significant context where this
approach could be applicable. At about the same time, making use of [F I],
Watson [W I] proved the nice result that under V = L normal locally compact
spaces were collectionwise normal with respect to compact subsets. He was
the first to ask whether NLCH was consistent, although, as will turn out from
the lists below, special cases of the problem had long been worked on before.
Watson's problem made Tall [T 8] put forward the
Toronto project. Prove the consistency of NLCH from the consistency of ZFC

with appropriately large cardinals.
Making progress, Tall [T 2-T 9] actually carried out the Toronto project for
spaces of character::::::((J (see (15) below). Other researchers also made significant contributions to the theme. A survey of these will be condensed in the
following two lists of results, (1 )-( 15) and (a )-( e).
Locally compact normal spaces are (consistently) collectionwise normal if
they are
(1) metacompact and perfect (in ZFC, [A 2 ]);
(2) locally connected and Moore (in ZFC, [RZ, CZ, AZ]);
(3) locally connected and submetacompact (in ZFC, [G I]);
(4) boundedly metacompact (in ZFC, [D I ]);
(5) screenable (in ZFC, [B I ]);
(6) connected and submetalindelOf (2'''' < 2((J, [B I ]);
(7) locally connected and perfect (M A(w l ), [R, L]);
(8) Moore (V = L, [F I ]);
(9) submetacompact ( V = L, [Wd);
(10) submetalindelOf ( V = L, [Bd);
(11) perfect (adjoining w 2 random reals to a model of V = L, [T 2 ]);
(12) of weight ::::: 2(U (by forcing, from the consistency of the existence of a
weakly compact cardinal, [T 7]);
(13) of character < 2((J (from PMEA [N I] or by adding supercompact many
Cohen reals [DTW]);
(14) of countable tightness (from PMEA, [Fr] improving a result of P.
Daniels);
(15) of character::::::(U (by forcing, from the consistency of the existence of
infinitely many supercompact cardinals, [T9])'
Note that in the context of (I )-(10), collectionwise normality is equivalent
to paracompactness.
In various models of set theory, the following examples of normal, locally
compact, not collectionwise normal spaces were known:
(a) assuming MA(w l ), examples may be Moore and locally countable (see
[T 3 , F 2 ]) and even connected [G 2 ];
(b) in a model of GCH and <>, there is a locally countable Moore example
[DS];
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(c) assuming a combinatorial consequence <> * of V = L, there is a locally
countable and perfect example [OG];
(d) in various models of CH and -,CH, there is an example which is locally
countable, Moore, wi-collectionwise Hausdorff, but not w2 -collectionwise Hausdorff [S];
(e) in a model of <>, there is a metalindelOf and perfect example [W 3]'
The aim of this paper is to complete the Toronto project by proving the
following result.
Theorem 0.1. If supercompact many random or Cohen rea Is are adjoined to a
model of ZFC, then in the resulting model, normal locally compact spaces are
collection wise normal.
For a more detailed statement of this, see Theorem 1.1, which is stated for the
generality of spaces of height < 2w rather than for locally compact spaces. This
means no extra complications in the proof. but te output result then also holds
for some useful subclasses of spaces of height < 2w such as tech-complete
spaces, p-spaces, and first countable spaces.
The proof of Theorem 0.1 (or 1.1) consists of a model-theoretic and a topological part. Forcing and reflection arguments involv; 19 supercompact cardinals
and even related to our theme are frequent (e.g., see [KM, F 6 , F 8 ]), but our exposition of the necessary model theory follows the machinery of [OTW]. The
plan of the proof is explained briefly at the beginning of §1. Note that Lemma
1.9 could have been replaced by a Nyikos-type PMEA result for random reals
and a homomorphism axiom treatment a la [F 6 , F 7 ] for Cohen reals.
In §2 the countably paracompact analogue of NLCH is treated.
The countably paracompact, locally compact space hypothesis. Every countably
paracompact, locally compact space is expandable.
Note that a regular T1 space X is said to be expandable if every locally finite
collection in X has a locally finite expansion by open sets. If .Y = {}~: a E A}
is an indexed collection of subsets of X, then tI = {Va : a E A} is said to
be an expansion of ,Y if Fa C Va for every a EA. A space X is said to be
countably paracompact if every countable open cover of X has a locally finite
open refinement.
Countably paracompact, locally compact spaces are known to be consistently
expandable if they are
(1')
(2')
(3')
(4')
(5')
(6')

metacompact and perfect (in ZFC, [A 2 ]);
boundedly metacompact ( V = L or M M , [02' 03]);
screenable ( V = L or M M , [02' 03]);
Moore ( V = L, [W 2 ]):
submetacompact ( V = L, [B 2 ]);
of character < 2w (from PMEA [Bu] or by adding supercompact many
Cohen reals [T4' T 5 ]),
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Note that in the context of (1')- (4'), expandability is equivalent to paracompactness.
All the examples (a )-( e) also are examples of countably paracompact, locally
compact, not expandable spaces. They are countably paracompact because they
are perfectly normal. They cannot be expandable, because normal expandable
spaces are collectionwise normal.
The aim of §2 is to prove
Theorem 0.2. If supercompact many random or Cohen reals are adjoined to a
model of ZFC, then in the resulting model, countably paracompact and locally
compact spaces are expandable.
Again, see Theorem 2.1 for a detailed statement. Also, Theorem 2.1 is formulated for the generality of spaces with height w, a class which includes
tech-complete spaces, p-spaces, and first countable spaces.
Our terminology and notation follow the standards of current set-theoretic
topology as used in [KV). Our further references are [K 1) for forcing, [KM) for
large cardinals, and [K 2 ) for random and Cohen reals. The ground model will
be denoted by V. If there is no danger of confusion (and there will never be),
then canonical names for elements of V will be denoted by the same letter
in a forcing statement. Given a set E, Fn(E, 2) denotes the poset of finite
partial functions E -+ 2 ordered by reverse inclusion. M £ denotes the poset
of equivalence classes of Haar measurable subsets of 2£ modulo the null sets,
ordered by inclusion. If A c 2£ is Haar measurable, then [A) will denote its
equivalence class.
Throughout this paper, by space we shall mean a regular T1 topological space.
If X is a space, !1 ~ w is a cardinal, and A eX, then A is called a G«-set
in X if A is the intersection of :::; !1 open subsets of X. A family 7F of
subsets of X will be called a neighborhood base for a set C C X if for every
open set U ::) C there is aWE 7F with C c int(W) eWe U. The
character x( C , X) of a subset C in X will be the smallest infinite cardinal
!1 such that A has a neighborhood base of cardinality :::;!1 in X. The height
h(X) will be the smallest infinite cardinal !1 such that X has a cover rt: by
compact subsets such that C E rt: implies x( C , X) :::;!1 (see [A 1)). Spaces X
with h(X) = ware called spaces of point-countable type. Note that if X(X)
denotes the character of X, then h(X) :::; X(X). Further, h(X) :::; IXI implies
X(X) :::; IXI·
1.

NORMAL, LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES

The aim of this section is to give a proof for the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that in V, K is a supercompact cardinal and P is either
the pose! Fn(K, 2) for adding K Cohen rea Is or the pose! MK for adding K
random reals. Let G be P-generic over V. Then
V[G) ~ "every normal space X with h(X) < 2w is collection wise normal."
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Corollary 1.2. In the models V[G] o/Theorem 1.1, every normal, locally compact
(or, generally, every normal tech-complete) space is collection wise normal.

As another special case of Theorem 1.1 the Kunen-Nyikos random real solution of the normal Moore space conjecture follows (see [N 1] and the survey
[F5] for the whole consistency proof). The Cohen real case was proved by Dow,
Tall, and Weiss [DTW].
Corollary 1.3 [Nl' F 5 , DTW]. In the models V[G] o/Theorem 1.1, every normal
space 0/ character < 2(j) is collection wise normal.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is broken up into a sequence of lemmas. To set
up the plan of the proof we first need some definitions.
We shall say that a triple X = (X, r, U) is an A-structure if
(a) X is a nonvoid set;
(b) r C X2 is a function from a subset of X into X;
(c) U C X3 is a ternary relation such that (x, u, x) E U for every x , u E
X.

Given an A-structure (X, r, U) , let us set

(i) Ya = r-1(a) C dom(r) for every a E X;
(ii) Y = dom(r) = U{Ya : a E X};
2
(iii) U(x, u) = {z EX: (x, u, z) E U} for every (x, u) EX.
The motivation is as follows.
Let X be an infinite space with h(X) :=:; lXI, and let
= {Ya: a E X} be
a closed discrete collection in X, indexed by points of X in such a way that
Ya = Ya, -=f. 0 implies a = a'. (Note that the empty set may be a member of
and may be assigned to many indices a.) Let Y = U
For each x E X
let us fix an open neighborhood base V(x) = {U(x, u) : u E X} for x in X
in such a way that
(1) there is a compact set C(x) in X such that x E C(x) , x(C(x) , X) :=:;
h(X), and V(x) contains a neighborhood base for C(x) in X, and
(2) repetitions in the indexing of V(x) are permitted.
Note that since the character of a space X with h(X) :=:; IXI is not greater
than lXI, such a neighborhood base V(x) always exists.
and {V(x): x E X} as above, we can consider the AGiven X,
structure X = (X, r, U) defined by
(AI) dom(r) =
= Y;
(A2) for every y E Y and a EX, r(y) = a iff y E Ya ;
(A3) for every x, u, Z EX, (x, u, z) E U iff Z E U(x, u) .
We shall say that X = (X, r, U) defined above is a relevant A-structure for
of a space X with h(X) :=:; IXI and of a closed discrete collecthe pair X,
= {Ya : a E X} in X. Note that X also depends on the neighborhood
tion
system V = {V(x) : x E X} , but for the argument of this section it does not
matter which V we choose provided it satisfies (1) and (2).

r

r
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r

r
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Also note that (i)-(iii) are in accordance with (AI)-(A3) if X is a relevant
A-structure.
With this interpretation in mind, let us say that an A-structure X = (X, r, U)
is separated if there is a function f: X ----t X such that, for every y, y' E Y =
dom(r) ,
r(y)

i

r(y')

implies U(y, f(y)) n U(y' , f(y')) = 0.

We shall say that X is normalized if for every function X : X
a function f: X ----t X such that for every y, y' E Y ,
x(r(y))

i

x(r(y'))

implies U(y, f(y)) n U(y' , f(y'))

----t

2, there is

= 0.

An A-structure X = (X, r, U) is said to be filtered if for every x EX,
{U(x, U): U E X} forms a filter-base. Relevant A-structures are filtered.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will consist of a model-theoretic and a topological
part. First, we shall verify that some analogues of "normal implies collectionwise
normal" type results in topology (after adding random or Cohen reals) also hold
for A-structures. The problem is that, in contrast to topology, substructures of
normalized A-structures need not be normalized. However, the model-theoretic
machinery works only if at least "many" substructures are guaranteed to be
normalized. It is not quite obvious what notion of "many" is needed, on the
one hand, to carry out the reflection argument (Lemma 1.13) and, on the other
hand, to make sure that a relevant A-structure related to a normal space of
height < fl possesses that many normalized substructures. The "correct" notion
is that of a (K, fl)-C.u.b. to be defined later.
As follows from the above, the second (topological) part of the proof concentrates on producing a (K, fl)-C.u.b. of normalized substructures of a relevant
A-structure. This is taken care of by introducing the notion of a splendid subset
of a relevant A-structure related to a normal space X with h(X) :::; IXI. Substructures on splendid subsets are filtered and normalized. Character reduction
and closing up techniques guarantee that splendid subsets form a (K, fl)-C.u.b.
(Lemma 1.20).
Having set up the plan of the proof, we can turn to the sequence of lemmas
mentioned above. One of the common properties of Fn(K, 2) and MK that
we are going to make essential use of is that they are endowed [DTW].
Definition 1.4. Assume that E is an infinite set, P is one of the po sets Fn(E, 2)
and ME' PEP, and n :::: 2 is an integer. For every q E P with q:::; p . let us
define the p-size of q by

ps(q)

=

{

Iq\pl

..

1

max{kEw.fl(q)<k+Tfl(p)}

if P

= Fn(E , 2);

._

IfP-ME

·

Then we shall say that a family ~ of finite subsets of P is an n-dowment
below p, if
(i) for every maximal antichain A below p, there is an L E ~ with LeA;
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(ii) whenever L, ' ... , Ln are members of ~ and p' ~ p has p-size < n,
there exist qi E Li (i = 1, ... ,n) such that {p', q, ' ... , qn} has a common
lower bound.
Lemma 1.5. If E , P, p, n are as in Definition 1.4, then there is an n-dowment
below p.

Proof. If P = Fn(E, 2), then this is "Dow's lemma" (see [Do" DTW]). If
P = ME' then

~=

{L : Lis a finite subset of conditions below p
wi th JL (U L) > (1 -

1/ n (n

+ 1)) JL (p) }

clearly satisfies both (i) and (ii).
We shall also need the following fact concerning ME'
Proposition 1.6. Let E be an infinite set, and let p E ME' Then there is a finite
subset D of E such that for every pair e, e' of distinct elements of E - D ,
E

I

I

P =pn[{hE2 :h(e)=Oandh(e)= I}]

has p-size < 5 .
Proof. Take an approximation (in measure) of p by a union of finitely many
basic open subsets of 2£ . Then the union of the supports of these finitely many
open sets will do for D.
The next lemma is an A-structure analogue of the "eternity lemma" of [DTW].
Lemma 1.7. Let us suppose that in V, X = (X, r, U) is a filtered A-structure,
p is an infinite cardinal with p::::: lXI, and P is one of the posets Fn(p, 2) and
Mp' Let G be P-generic over V, and suppose that
V[G] F "X is separated."

Then

V F "X is separated. "

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that X c p. By assumption
there is a function f E V[G] such that
V[G] F rp(f),

where rp(f) stands for
"f: X

--+

X is a function and for every y, y' E dom(r),

r(y) -1= r(y') implies U(y, f(y))

f

Then there are a name
and

f

.

E V

p

n U(y' , f(y'))

= 0."
.

and a condition pEG such that val(f, G)
P If--- rp(/).

=
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(Note that the free variables, other than j, in q;(j) are all from V and
thus can all be represented by their canonical names in the forcing statement
p If- q;(j).)

Working in V, by Lemma 1.5 we can take a 2-dowment 7 c [P]<w below
p. For each x EX, let A(x) be a maximal antichain below p of conditions
deciding the value of j at x. By the definition of a 2-dowment for each x E X
we can find an L(x) E 7 with L(x) c A(x) .
Since each L(x) is finite and X is filtered, there is a function g : X --+ X
in V such that
if y

E dom(r) ,

q E L(Y), u EX, and q If- j(y)

then U(y, g(y)) c U(y, u).

= u,

We shall show that g defines a separation of X in V. To see this, pick
y, y' E dom(r) with r(y) =1= r(y'). We are going to show that U(y, g(y)) n
U(y' , g(y')) = 0.
Indeed, by the definition of a 2-dowment, there are q E L(y) , q' E L(Y') in
such a way that {p, q , q'} has a common lower bound r. By r ::; p, r If- q; (j) .
Let u, u' E X be such that q If- j(y) = u and q' If- j(y') = u'. Then by
r ::; q, q' and r If- q;(j) ,
r If- U(y, u)

n U(y' , u') =

0.

By absoluteness, U (y, u) n U (y' , u') = 0. Hence, by (*), we conclude that
U(y, g(y))

n U(y' ,

g(y')) = 0.

A technical consequence of Lemma 1.7 has to do with the notion of "almost
separated." An A-structure X = (X, r, U) is called so if we can delete finitely
many Ya's in such a way that the remaining A-structure is separated. More
precisely, we shall say that X = (X, r, U) is almost separated if there is a
D E [xtw in such a way that the A-structure X(D) = (X, r - X x D, U) is
separated.
Corollary 1.8. Let X, p, P , G be as in Lemma 1.7. Suppose that

V[G] 1= "X is normalized" and
V 1= "X is almost separated. "
Then

V 1= "X is separated. "

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is infinite. Let D E
[xt w be such that X(D) is separated in V. Fix an a E X - D and define
r: dom(r) --+ X by
_
{ a
r(y) =
r(y)

if y E dom(r - X x D) ,
otherwise.

Consider the filtered A-structure X = (X, r, U). Since X is normalized in
V[G] , X is also normalized in V[G]. Since range(r) is finite, this implies that
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X is separated in V[G]. By Lemma 1.7, X is separated in V. Since both X
and X(D) are separated in V, it follows that X is separated in V.

Lemma 1.9. Let us suppose that in V, X = (X, r, U) is a filtered A-structure,
p is an infinite cardinal with p 2: lXI, and P is one of the posets Fn(p, 2) and
Mp. Let G be P-generic over V, and suppose that
V[G] F "X is normalized."

Then

V F "X is separated. "

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is infinite and X c p .
In V[ G] , let us define a function XG: p -> 2 in the following way:

= Fn(p, 2) then set XG = U G ;
(2) if P=Mp and aEp,thenset XG(a)=i (i=0, 1) iff
[{hE2 P :h(a)=i}( EG.

(1) if P

Both of the above are standard ways of defining a "generic partition" on p;
see [K 2 , p. 901].
Since X is normalized in V[G], there is an f E V[G] with
V[G] F rp(f, G),

where rp(f, G) abbreviates the statement

"f: X
XG(r(y))

->

X is a function and for every y, y'

E:

dom(r),

f= xG(r(y')) implies U(y, f(y)) n U(y' , f(y')) = (2)."

Then in V, there is a name j E

vP

for

f

and apE G with

p If- rp(j, G),

where G is the canonical name for G in V.
Also in V, let Sf c [p(W be a 5-dowment below p.
As in the proof of Lemma 1. 7, for each x EX, fix an antichain A (x)
below p of conditions deciding the value of j at x, pick L(x) E Sf with
L(x) c A(x), and consider a function g: X -> X in V such that
if y E dom(r), g E L(y), u E X and q If- j(y) = u,
then U(y, g(y))

c U(y, u).

By Corollary 1.8 it is enough to show that g almost separates X. To see
this, let D = dom(p) if P = Fn(p, 2) and let D E [X(W be any set satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 1.6, if P = Mp. We have to show that
y, y' E dom(r), r(y), r(y') E X - D, and r(y) f= r(y') imply U(y, g(y)) n
U(y' , g(y')) = (2).
Indeed, let r(y) = a, r(y') = a' , and consider
if P = F~(p, 2) ,
p n [{h E 2P : h(a) = 0 and h(a) = I}] if P = Mp.

p' = { p U {(a, 0) , (a', I)}
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In both cases, since a, a' rt. D, the p-size of p is < 5. Therefore there are
I
I
q E L(y) , q I E L(y)
such that { p,
q, q ' } has a common lower boun d r. By
r

S p'S p,

r If- cp(j, G)

and

r If- X6(r(y))

Now, let u, u' E X be such that q If- j(y)

r

S q, q' and (**),

-I-

=u

X6(r(y')).

and q' If- j(y')

= u' .

By

r If- U(y, u) n U(y' , u' ) = 0.

By (*) and absoluteness it follows that
U(y, g(y)) n U(yl , g(y')) = 0.

Supercompact elementary embeddings and K-C.C. forcing extensions are related by the following lemma. The proof can be found in §2 of [DTW]. (Note,
however, that making use of the fact that j I P: P -+ j(P) is a complete
embedding for K-C.C. posets P, part of their proof can be simplified to avoid
master conditions and forcing products.)
Lemma 1.10. Suppose that in V, K is a supercompact cardinal, P is a K-C.C.,
separative poset, G is P-generic over V, and P is an ordinal with P > K + IFI.
Then there are M, j , G* and ] such that the following conditions hold:
(1) M is a transitive class closed under :p-sequences;
(2) j: V -+ M is an elementary embedding with critical point K:
(3) j(K) > :p;
(4) (M[GD p = (V[GD p ' i.e., M[G] and V[G] have the same sets of rank

< P;

(5) G* is j(P)-generic over M;
(6) G = {p E P : j (p) E G*};
(7) ]: V[G] -+ M[G*] is an elementary embedding;
(8) if x E V[G] and x E v P is a P-namefor x, then ](x) = val(j(x), G*) ;
(9) if x E V[G] has a P-name of cardinality < J p in V, then J" x E
M[G*] .

Proof. The existence and properties (1 )-(8) of M, j, G* , and] are explicitly
stated in §2 of [DTW]. To see that (9) also holds true, let us take, in V, a Pname r = {(rn' prJ: a <.u} for x such that .u < J p . Then by (1), J"r EM.
A straightforward calculation shows that

va1(}·11 r, G*)

~II

=}

x,

so J"XEM[G*].
Definition 1.11. Let K, .u be cardinals, X be a set, and suppose that IXI ~ K >
C [X(K is said to be .u-directed if, for every Lli E [Ll(f1 ,
there is a DEll with ULli cD. A subset r c [X(K is called (K,.u )-closed,
if for every .u-directed Ll E [r(K, U Ll E r; cofinal, if for every Z E [X(K
there is a D E r with ZeD.

.u ~ w. A subset Ll
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[X(K is both (K, .u)-closed and cofinal, then we shall say that 1 is

a (K, .u)-c.u.b.

Remark. By the definition above, (K, w)-c.u.b.'s are exactly the c.u.b.'s in the
usual sense. For .u ~ WI' ordinary c.u.b.'s are (K, .u)-c.u.b.'s, but not vice
versa, as is shown by the example 1 = {Z E [A (K : cf( sup Z) ~ .u}, where
X = A ~ K > .u ~ WI .
An ascending chain Ll E [X(K of cofinality 15, where .u ~ 15 < K, is clearly

.u-directed. There arises the question of whether, in the above definition, one
can relax the requirement that 1 is closed under unions of .u-directed sets to
closedness under unions of such ascending chains only and still get the same
concept. The following simple example (given by F. Galvin) shows that this is
not so.
Let .u = WI ' N~ < cf(K) = K < A, and let us put 1 = {Z E [A(K: IZI -I Nw } '
Then 1 is cofinal in [A(K and, for each regular 15 with W < 15 < K, 1 is closed
under ascending unions of co finality 15. On the other hand, Ll = [Nwt E [l]<K
is wI-directed, but ULl = Nw ct- 1.
An important observation concerning .u-directedness is that it is preserved
by c.c.c. forcing.
Proposition 1.12. Suppose that in V, K > .u ~ ware cardinals, P is a c.c.c.
poset, X is a set with IXI ~ K, and Ll C [X(K is .u-directed. Let G be
P-generic over V. Then

V[ G] ~ "Ll is .u -directed."
Proof. In V[G], let L1' E [Ll(JI . Since P is c.c.c, there is a Lll! E [Ll(JI in V
such that L1' c Lll! . Since Ll was .u-directed in V, there is a DEll satisfying
ULll! cD, and thus ULl' cD.
In the following lemma, let <I>(X) stand for" X is not separated."
Lemma 1.13. Suppose that in V,

K is a supercompact cardinal, .u is a cardinal
with K > .u ~ W, P is either the poset Fn(K, 2) or the poset M K , and G is
P-generic over V. Then
V[G] ~ "If X = (X, r, U) is an A-structure, IXI ~ K, 1 is a
(K, .u)-c.u.b. subset of [X(K, and <I>(X) holds, then there is a
Z E 1 such that <1>( (Z , r n Z2 , Un Z3)) holds."
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the underlying set X of
X is an ordinal A ~ K. Let us choose another ordinal p such that P > A + W .

With this p, let us consider M, j, G*, and ] such as in the conclusion of
Lemma l.lO. Throughout the proof, the notation (k), k = 1, ... , 9, will refer
to one of the conditions (1 )-(9) in Lemma l.l O.
Since p > A + w, <I>(X) and" 1 is .u-directed" are ZFC-equivalent to their
versions with quantifiers restricted to sets of rank < p .
Note that in V[G], 1 is .u-directed (since it is cofinal in [A(K). Therefore
(V[G])p

~

<I>(X) and "1 is .u-directed."
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By (4),

(M[ G]) p F <1>( X)

and" r is ,u -directed."

Again, since <I>(X) and" r is ,u-directed" are ZFC-equivalent to their versions
restricted to sets of rank < p , it follows that
M[ G] F <I>(X) and

"r

is ,u -directed."

By standard factorization properties of P = Fn(j(K), 2) or Mj(K) (see [K2'
p. 904]), M[G*] is an extension of M[G] by forcing with Fn(j(K) - K, 2) and
Mj(K)-K' , respectively. Thus
(a) M[G*] F <I>(X) by Lemma 1.7;
(b) M[ G*] F "r is ,u-directed" by Proposition 1.12.

Let i = Oil A, }" r , J" U) and f = J"r. Note that in V, )., r, U, and r
can all be represented by names of cardinality < JP. (For )., r, and U this
is trivial; for r see §5 of [Fs].) Thus by (9), i, f E M[G*].
Further, since } r X is an isomorphism between X and i, it follows from
(a) that
M[G*] F <I>(X).

(a' )

Since in V[G], A E r, A E r implies IAI < K, and j(a) = a for every
if follows from (7) that }(A) = }" A. Thus f = J"r = Oil A : A E r},
so by (b),
(b' ) M[G*] F "f' is ,u-directed."
By elementarity of ] and }(,u) = ,u ,
0:

E K,

(c) M[G*] F <I>(}(X)) and" }(r) is a (}(K) , ,u)-c.u.b. on [}(A)(J(K)."
By

r =j r c
~

-II

-

= j(K) > J p >
V

-

j(r) and j(K)

~

In,

(d) M[G*] F "f' is a ,u-directed subset of }(r) of cardinality < ](K)."
Since
= A, it follows from (c) and (d) that

ur

M[G*]F

"J"A=Uf'E}(r)."

Therefore
(e) M[G*] 1= "](X) has a substructure
that <1>( X) holds."

X with underlying set in

](r) such

By the elementarity of ], (e) can be pulled back to get
V[G] F "there is a Z E r such that <1>( (Z , r

n Z2 , Un Z3))

holds."

Definition 1.14. Let K, 1/ be cardinals with w ::::: 1/ < 1/+ ::::: cf(K) , X be
a normal space with IXI :::: K and h(X) ::::: 1/, '!/ = {Ya : a E X} be a
closed discrete collection in X, Y = U'!/ , and let us fix a relevant A-structure
X = (X, r, U) for X and '!/. For every subset Z of X and every point
x E Z , let
C(X, Z)

=

n{

U(x, u) : u E Z},
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and for every a EX, let
Ya (Z)

= U{C(y , Z) : y

E Ya
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n Z} .

(Note that since Ya n Z may be empty, some of the Ya(Z) 's may also be
empty.)
By normality, for every a E X fix a pair of open sets G(a) and GC(a) in
such a way that
Ya c G(a),

Y - Ya C GC(a) ,

hold.
Then we shall say that a subset Z
are satisfied:
(a) for every a EX,

c

and

G(a) n GC(a) = 0

X is splendid if the following conditions

Ya(Z) c G(a) n n{Gc(b) : Yb n Z

::f 0 and

b::f a};

(b) Jf(Z) = {Ya(Z) : a E X} is a discrete collection of subsets in X;
(c) for every x E Z, C(x, Z) is a compact subset of X and {U(x, u) :
u E Z} is a neighborhood base for C(x, Z) in X.
Definition 1.14' . Let Z E [XtK. We shall say that a set Z' E [XtK is an
extension of Z (toward splendidness) if Z' :) Z and the following conditions

hold:

(a') ~lor every a E

X,

Ya(Z, Z')

= U{ C(y,

Z') : y E Ya n Z}

c
c G(a) n n{G (b): Yb n Z ::f 0 and b::f a};

(b') Jf(Z, Z') = {Ya(Z , Z') : a E X} is a discrete collection of sets in X;
(c') for every x E Z , there is a compact set C(x, Z, Z') such that C(x, Z')
C C(x, Z, ZI) C C(x, Z) and {U(x, u) : u E Z'} contains a neighborhood
base for C(x, Z ,Z') in X.
Proposition 1.15. With the definitions above, if Z is a splendid subset of X,
then the substructure (Z , r n Z2 , Un Z3) of X is filtered and normalized.
Proof. This follows immediately from (b), (c) in the definition of "splendid"
and the normality of X.

Proposition 1.16. In a normal space X, every discrete collection Jf =
{Ya : a E X} has a discrete expansion :Jil = {Ra: a E X} by G J1. -sets, where
J1 = IJfI + w = I{a EX: Ya ::f 0}1 + w.
Proof. By normality, for each a E X there is an open set Va in X such that
Va :) Ya , Van U{ Yb : b E X - {a}} = 0, and Ya = 0 implies Va = 0. Also
by normality, there is an open set W with

Ur eWe W C U{T~: a E X}.
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Then Yl = {Ra: a E X}, where Ra = W - U{V b : bE X - {a}} (a E X), will
be as required.
To prove Lemma 1.18, we shall need the following standard facts from topology. The straightforward proofs are left to the reader.
Proposition 1.17. The following assertions are valid for a space X:
(1) if C c X is compact, W is a neighborhood base for C in X, and %
is a locally .finite family in X, then there is aWE W such that W meets only
finitely many members of 3l. ;
(2) if ~ is a .filter-base of compact subsets of X and for each C E ~, ~. (C)
is a neighborhood base for C, then U{W( C): C E~} is a neighborhood base
for n~;
(3) If x EX, C '3 x is a compact subset of a regular X with x( C, X) ::; f1,
W c 9'(X) contains a neighborhood base for both x and C in X, and R
is a Gil-subset containing x, then there is a W' c W such that IW'I ::; f1,
C' = n{W : WE W'} c C n R, and W' forms a neighborhood base for C' in
X.
Lemma 1.18. Under the assumptions of Definitions 1.14 and 1.14', every Z E
[X(K has an extension Z' E [X(K .

Proof. Let Z E [X(K. Without loss of generality we may assume that IZI =
p > w. Let us put D(Z) = {a E X: Ya n Z = 0}. Observe that ID(Z)I ::; p.
By Proposition 1.16, Y (Z) = {Ya n Z: a E X} has a discrete expansion R =
{Ra: a E X} by Gp-sets in X. Since ID(Z)I::; p, without loss of generality
we may assume that
a E D(Z) implisR a c G(a) n n{Gc(b): bE D(Z) and b

i- a}.

By Proposition 1.17(3), for eat.::h x E Z we can pick a compact set C(x) with
C(x, Z) :J C(x) '3 x such that C(x) has a neighborhood base {U(x, u): u E
Zx} of cardinality ::; p. v, and if a E D(Z) and x E Ya n Z , then C(x) C
Ra holds. Let us put Z' = Z u U{Zx: x E Z} and let, for every x E Z,
C(x, Z, Z') be the compact set C(x) picked above. This choice of Z' and
C(x, Z, Z') clearly satisfies (a'), (b') , and (c') in Definition l.l4' .
Lemma 1.19. Under the assumptions of Definitions 1.14 and 1.14', let ~ c
[X(K be a v + -directed family such that every Z E ~ has an extension Z' E ~ .
Then Z* = U~ is a splendid subset of X .

Proof. To see that (a) is true, let a E X and let y be an arbitrary point of
Ya n Z . Then there is a Z E ~ with Y E Ya n Z . Let Z' E ~ be an extension
of Z. Then by (a'),
(i) C(y, Z*) c C(y, Z') c Ya(Z , Z') c G(a).
Further, let b i- a be such that Yb n Z* i- 0. Then there is a ZI E ~ with
y E ZI and Y b n ZI i- 0. Let Z; E ~ be an extension of ZI . Then, again by
(a') of Definition 1.14', it follows that
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(ii) C(y, Z *) C C(y , Z;) C Ya (Z 1 ' Z;) c GC (b) .
Since b 1:- a was arbitrary, it follows from (i) and (ii) that
C(y, Z*) c G(a) n n{Gc(b): Yb n Z*

As y

E

1:- 0 and b 1:- a}.

Ya n Z* was arbitrary, this implies
Ya(Z*)

c G(a) n n{Gc(b):

Yb

n Z* 1:- 0 and b 1:- a}.

To see that Z* also satisfies (b), note first that since Z* has already been
shown to satisfy (a), {Ya(Z*): a E X} is a pairwise disjoint collection of closed
sets in X . So in order to prove that
(Z *) is a discrete collection it is enough
to show that
(Z*) is locally finite. To see local finiteness, let x be an arbitrary
point in X. Since h(X) :::; v, there is a compact subset C :3 x of X such
that C has a neighborhood base '7r of cardinality :::; v in X. Making use
of Proposition 1.1.7(1), suppose indirectly that for every W E '7r, there is a
countably infinite subset A(W) c X such that a E A(W) implies WnYa(Z*) 1:0.
Then for each WE '7r and a E A( W) , let us pick a point y(a, W) E Yanz*
such that C(y(a, W), Z*) n W 1:- 0. Since ~ is v + -directed, there a Z E ~
with
{y(a, W): WE '7r and a E A(W)} c Z.

:r

:r

Let Z' E ~ be an extension of Z. Then by C(y(a, W), Z*) c C(y(a, W), Z')
it follows that for every W E '7r, W meets Ya(Z, Z') for infinitely many
a EX, in contradiction with (b') and (1) of Proposition 1.1 7.
Finally, to see that Z* satisfies (c), fix an extension Z' E ~ for each Z E ~
and let us observe that for every x E Z*
C(x, Z * ) =

n

'

{C(x, Z, Z ): Z

E~}.

Since each C(x, Z, Z'), Z E ~, is compact, C(x, Z*) is compact in X.
Since ~ was directed, {C(x, Z , Z'): Z E M forms a filter-base. Then by
Proposition 1.17(2),
{ U (y, u): u

E

Z *) =

U {U (y, u):

U E

Z}

ZEL'.

is a neighborhood base for C(y, Z*).
Remark. Note that we have used that h(x, X) < v + for all x EX, in contrast
to [N l' DTW], which use X(y , X) < 2w only for y E U:r .

Lemma 1.20. Under the assumptions of Definition 1.14, the set

r
.
IS

= {Z E [X(K : Z is splendid}

b on [X]<K.
a ( K, V +) -c.u ..

Proof. In order to prove that r is (K, V+ )-closed, let us consider a v + -directed
subset ~ E [r]<K , and let us put Z* = U ~. Since K is regular, Z* E [X(K .
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Note that if Z E [X]<K is splendid, then Z extends itself. Thus by Lemma
1.19, Z' is splendid and Z' E r.
In order to see that r is cofinal in [xt K , let Z be an arbitrary member of
r, and let us define, inductively, a sequence {Ze,: ¢ E 1/ +} by putting
Zo = Z;
Ze,+ 1 = Z~ , where Z~ is as in Lemma 1.18;
Ze, = U{ZII: '1 < 0, if ¢ < 1/+ is a limit ordinal.

Since K = cf(K) >
is splendid.

1/+,

Z'

= U{Ze,: ¢ E I/+}

E [XtK. By Lemma 1.19, Z'

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose indirectly that in V[G] there is a normal space
X such that h(X) = 1/ < 2w = K and there is an unseparated discrete collection
:Y = {Ya: a E X} of dosed subsets. By adding a dopen discrete subspace
of size K to X if necessary, without loss of generality we may assume that
IXI 2: K. Consider a relevant A-structure .t = (X, r, U} for the pair X, :Y .
By Lemma 1.20 and Proposition 1.15,

{Z E

[xt

K

:

(Z, r n Z2 , Un Z3} is filtered and normalized}

contains a (K, 1/ + )-c. u. b. r. Since :Y was an unseparated collection in the
topological space X, .t is an unseparated A-structure in V[G]. Thus by
Lemma 1.13, there is Z E r such that (Z, rnZ 2 , UnZ 3 } is an un separated Astructure in V[G]. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 1.9 and standard
factorization properties of P (see [K 2 , p. 904]) that in V[G] every filtered and
normalized A-structure of cardinality < K is separated, in contradiction with
the existence of Z as above.
2.

THE COUNTABLY PARACOMPACT CASE

This section is devoted to the proof of the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that in V, K is a supercompact cardinal and P is either
the poset Fn(w x K, 2) for adding K Cohen rea Is or the poset MWXK for adding
K random rea Is. Let G be P-generic over V. Then
V[G] 1= "every countably paracompact space with h(X) = w is expandable."

Corollary 2.2. In the models V[ G] of Theorem 2.1, every countably paracompact, locally compact (or, more generally, every countably paracompact, Cechcomplete) space is expandable.
Another special case of Theorem 2.1 is Burke's (and Tall's) solution to the
"countably paracompact Moore space conjecture." More exactly, the following
result was proved first by Burke [Bu] for random reals and then by Tall [T 4' T 5]
for Cohen reals. (Note that in [Bu, T 4' T 5] the authors restrict themselves to
discrete rather than, more generally, locally finite collections, but the two are
equivalent by the Smith-Krajewski theorem quoted below.)
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Corollary 2.3 [Bu, T 4 , T 5 ]. In the models V[G] afTheorem 2.1, every countably
paracompact, first countable space is expandable.
In countably paracompact spaces expandability is equivalent to the apparently weaker notion of discrete O-expandability. A space X is called discretely
O-expandable [Sm] if every closed discrete family {Ya : a E X} has a sequence
of expansions g'n = {G( n , a) : a E X} (n E w) is such a way that for every
x EX, there is an n = n(x) E w such that g'n is locally finite at x. We can
invoke the following result from topology [SmK, Sm]:
The Smith-Krajewski theorem. A countably paracompact space is expandable if
and only z{ it is discretely O-expandable.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will follow the plan of the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Several results used will actually be the same. We shall spell out those that are
different following the numbering in the first section.
The definition of an A-structure and of a relevant A-structure for a pair X,
'!/ will remain the same. Let us say that an A-structure X = (X, r, U) is
O-expandable if there is a sequence fn : X -+ X (n E w) of functions such that
for every x E X there are t EX, nEW with
S(x, t, fn)

= {r(y):

y E dom(r) and U(x, t) n U(y, In(y))

=1=

0}

finite.
We shall say that X is w-expandable if, for every function X: X -+ w, there
is a function f: X -+ X such that for every x E X there is atE X with
T(x, t, X, f) = {x(r(y)): y E dom(r) and U(x, t)

n U(y,

f(y))

=1=

0}

finite.
To motivate this notion, let X be countably paracompact, X be relevant
for X, '!/. Then" X is w-expandable" says that any partition x: X -+ w of
(the indices of members of) '!/ into w many pieces has a locally finite open
expansion.
The definition of a filtered A-structure remains the same.
Definition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 are identical with Definition 1.4 and Lemma
1.5. Instead of Proposition 1.6 we need the following fact with a similar proof.
Proposition 2.6. Let E be an infinite set, let p E ME' and let mEw. Then
there is a finite subset D of E such that for every sequence.
{(eo' io)' (e"

i,), oo.(e m , i m )}

c (E-D) x 2,

p'=Pn[{hE2 E :h(e)=iJ , j=O,oo.,m}]
has p-size < 2 m

+' + 2.

The analogue of Lemma 1.7 is this.
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Lemma 2.7. Let us suppose that in V, X = (X , r, U) is a filtered A -structure,
p is a cardinal with p 2: lXI, and P is one of the posets Fn(w x p, 2) and
Mwxp' Let G be P-generic over V, and suppose that

V[ G]

Then

= "X is

V F "X is

e -expandable".

e -expandable':

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is infinite and X c p .
By assumption there is an f E V[G] such that V[G] F cpU) , where cpU) stands
for
"f:wxX-->X is a function, YEY and nEW imply U(y,f(n+l,y))c
U(y, f(n, y)), and further, for every x E X there are t E X and n 2: 2 such
that
S(x, t, n. f) = {r(y): y E dom(r) and U(x, t) n U(y, f(n, y))

-I- 0}

is finite."
.
p
.
.
Then there are an f E V and apE G with val(f, G) = f and p If- cpO) .
Working in V. for each n 2: 2, let ~ c [Pt w be an n-dowment below p.
For each z E X and n 2: 2, let A(n, z) be a maximal antichain below p of
conditions deciding the value of f at (n, z). For each n 2: 2 and z EX, fix
an L(n, z) E ~ with L(n, z) c A(n, z). Since each L(n, z) is finite and X
is filtered, for every n 2: 2 we can take a function gn: X --> X in V such that
if y E dom(r). q E L(n, y), u EX, and q If- f(n, y) = u,
then U(y. g(y)) c U(y, u).
We are going to show that {gn: n 2: 2} witnesses e-expandability of X in
V. To see this, let x EX. By P If- cpO) there are t EX, n 2: 2, k E w, and
p(x) ~p with p(x) 1f-IS(x, t. n, f)1 ~ k.
Since cpU) implies that S(x, t. n, f) decreases as n increases, without loss
of generality we may assume that n > ps(p(x)) + k + 2.
Indirectly assume that IS(x, t. gn)1 2: w. Then there is a sequence Yo' ...•
Yk E dom(r) such that
(i) r(Yj) = a j (i = 0, ... , k) are pairwise distinct;
(ii) U(x, t) n U(Yj' gn(Y)) -I- 0 for i = 0, ... , k.
Since ~ was an n-dowment. there are qi E L(n, Y j ) (i = o.... , k) such
that {p(x). qo' ...• qk} has a common lower bound r. By r ~ p(x) ,
r If- IS(x, t, n, f)1 ~ k.

(** )

On the other hand, let u j E X (i = o.... , k) be such that qj If- f(n, Y i ) = u j
(i=O, ...• k). By (*) and (ii) it follows that
U(x. t)

n U(y j , u j) -I- 0

(i=O, .... k).

By absoluteness. this implies r If- IS(x, t, n,
with (**).

fl

2: k + 1 , in contradiction
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The equivalent of Corollary 1.8 is not needed for the countably paracompact
case. The analogue of Lemma 1.9 is this.

Lemma 2.9. Let us suppose that in V, .x = (X, r, U) is a filtered A-structure,
p is a cardinal with p ~ lXI, and P is one of the posets Fn(w x p, 2) and
Mwxp' Let G be P-generic over V, and suppose that
V[G] If-

".x

is w -expandable."

Then

V F ".x is e -expandable. "
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is infinite and X c p.
In V[G], let us define the functions IfIG: w x p ---> 2 and XG : P ---> W by putting
(a) IfIG = UG for P = Fn(w x p, 2);
(b) IfIG((k, a)) = i (i = 0, 1) iff [{h E 2 wxP : h((k, a)) = i}( E G for
P = Mwxp;
(c)

{°

°

if IfIG((k, a)) = for every k E w,
G
min{k E w: IfIG((k, 0:)) = I} otherwise.
By assumption there is an f E V[ G] such that

X (a) =

V[G] If- cp(f, XG ),
where cp(f, XG ) stands for
" f: X ---> X is a function and for every x EX, ther~ is atE X with
T(x, t, XG' f) finite."
Thus there are f E v P , pEG such that val(f, G) = f and p If- cp(f, XcJ .
As in the proof of Lemma 2.7, for each n ~ 2 let ~ c [p(W be an ndowment below p. For each Z EX, take a maximal antichain A(z) below
p of conditions deciding the value of f at z. For every n ~ 2 and z EX,
fix an L(n, z) E ~ with L(n, z) c A(Z). For each n ~ 2, take a function
gn: X ---> X in V such that
if Y E dom(r) , q E L(n, y), u EX, and q If- f(y)

= u,

then U(y, gn(y)) c U(y, u).
We are going to show that {gn: n ~ 2} witnesses e-expandability of
V. To see this, let x EX.
Since p If- cp(f, Xc), there are t EX, k E w, and p(x) ~ p with

p(x) 1f-IT(x, t, XG'

f)1

~ k.

Let (a) n > (ps(p(x)) + 1)(2(k+l)2 + 3).
Further, let
dom(p(x)) if P = Fn(w, 2);
{
D=
the D from Proposition 2.6 applied for p(x) E Mwxp
and m

= (k + 1)2 -

1

if P

= Mwxp'

.x

in
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Indirectly assume that IS(x, t, gn)1
such that

~

w. Then there are Yo' ... Yk

E dom(r)

(i) r(y i ) = a i U = 0, ... ,k) are pairwise distinct;
(ii) (w x {a)) n D = 0 U = 0, ... , k) ;
(iii) U (x , t) n U (y i ' g n (y i)) =f: 0 U = 0, ... , k) .
Let
I if i = j,
{
°ij =
if i =f: j
be Kronecker's delta, and consider

°

I

p =

{P(X) U {((j, a i ), 0ji): i, j = 0, ... ,k} if P = Fn(w x p, 2);
p(x)

n [{h

E 2wxP : h((j, a))

= 0ji for

= 0, ... , k)}] if P = Mwxp'

i, j

By (ii), p' is well defined and has p(x)-size < 2(k+l)2 +2 in both cases. Thus
by (a), p' has p-size < n. Since ~ is an n-dowment, there are qi E L(n, Y)
(i = 0, ... , k) such that {p', %' ... , qk} has a common lower bound r.
Since r::; p' ::; p(x) , it follows that
r If- IT(x , t, Xc'

f) I ::; k

and
(***)

Let ui E X (i
( *) ,

rif-Xc(ai)=i

= 0,

U=O, ... ,k).

... k) be such that qi If- f(Y i )
U (x , t) n U (y i'

U i)

= ui .

Then by (iii) and

=f: 0 .

By (***), (i), and absoluteness,
r If- IT(x, t, Xc'

f)1 ~ k + 1

in contradiction with (**).
Lemma 2.10, Definition 2.11, and Proposition 2.12 are identical to 1.10,
1.11, and 1.12, respectively. Lemma 2.13 is the same as Lemma 1.13, except
that <J>(X) now stands for" X is not 8-expandable." The proofs of 2.13 and
1.13 are exactly the same. We must redefine "splendid."
Definition 2.14. Let K, v be cardinals with w::; v < v+ ::; cf(K), let X be a
countably paracompact space with IXI ~ K and h(x) ::; v,
= {Ya : a E X}
be a closed discrete collection in X, Y = U
and let us fix a relevant Astructure X = (X , r, U) for X and
For every subset Z of X and every
point x E Z , let
C(x, Z) =

and for every a EX, let
Ya (Z)

n{

r.

r

r'

U(x, u) :

= U{ C(y , Z) : Y E

U

E Z},

Ya

n Z} .
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Then we shall say that a subset Z
conditions hold:

c X is splendid if the following two

(a) %/(Z) = {Ya(Z) : a E X} is a locally finite collection in X;
(b) for every x E Z, C(x, Z) is a compact subset of X and {U(x, u):
u E Z} is a neighborhood base for C(x, Z) in X.

Proposition 2.15. With the definitions above, if Z is a splendid subset of X,
then the substructure (Z, r n Z2 , Un Z3) of 1: is filtered and w-expandable.
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of "splendid" and the
countable paracompactness of X.
The following "automatic character reduction" lemma was proved by the
author [B2]' He does not know whether h(X) = w in it can be weakened to
h(X) < 2w.
Lemma 2.16 [B 2 ]. In a countably paracompact space X with h(X) = w, every
discrete collection %/ = {Ya : a E X} has a locally finite expansion
gz

= {Ra: a E X}

by GJ1-sets,

where 11

= 1%/1 + w = I{a E X:

Ya =I-

0}1 + w.

Proposition 2.17 is identical to 1.17.
Lemma 2.20. Under the assumptions of Definition 2.14, if v

r = {Z E [X]<K: Z

is splendid} is a (K,

WI)

= w, then

-c.u.b. on [X(K .

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemmas 1.18-1.20 (actually, it is slightly
simpler because we can forget about the G(a) 's) and is therefore omitted.
Finally, the above sequence of lemmas can be put together to a proof of
Theorem 2.1 in the same way the corresponding lemmas were put together in
the first section to yield a proof of Theorem 1.1.

Final remarks. (1) The author does not know whether h (X) = w can be improved to h(X) < 2w in Theorem 2.l. Lemma 2.16 is the only place in the
proof of Theorem 2.1 where h(X) = w is made use of, so it would be enough
to improve or bypass this lemma.
(2) By Fleissner's famous result [F3J, if all normal Moore spaces are metrizable, then there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal. Therefore to
prove the consistency of either "every normal space X with h(X) = w is collectionwise normal" or "every countably paracompact space X with h(X) = w
is expandable," some large cardinal hypotheses are necessary, since both of these
statements imply that normal Moore spaces are metrizable.
It is not known, however, what happens, if" h(X) = w" is replaced by "locally compact." The following problem is probably the most important question
left open in this paper.
Problem. Can the consistency of either "normal, locally compact spaces are
collectionwise normal" or "countably paracompact, locally compact spaces are
expandable" be proved without large cardinals?
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